This paper investigate sthe use of maximum likelihood linearregrcssion (MLLR) for both speaker and environment adaptation. MLLR transforms the mean and variance parameters of a set of HMMs.
INTRODUCTION
Cumnt state-of-the-art speaker-independent (SI) continuousspeech recognition systems are capable of achieving impressive performance in clean acoustic environments for speakers that are well represented in the training data. However, for some speakas performance can be relatively poor e.g. for non-native speaken USing a system trained on speech from natives. Furthennore, the performance degrades, often dramatically, if there is a mismatch b e tween the training and test data acoustic environments. For complex speech recognition systems a large amount of data is nquired to retrain the system to a pamcular speaker or to a new acoustic environment. Hence, it is highly desirable to be able to improve the performance of an existing system while only using a small amount of speaker-specific or environment-specific adaptation data.
A technique which is applicable to both speaker and environment adaptation is maximum likelihood hear regression (MLJ-R) [3,41. This estimates a set of linear transformations for the mean parame-M of a mixam Gaussian HMM system to maximise the likelihood of the adaptation data As these transformations can capture general relationships betwear the original model set and the ament speaker or new acoustic enviroment, they can be effective in adapting all to perform environmental compensation, since it will also reduce a mismatch between the acoustic models and adaptation data due to channel or additive noise effects.
This paper investigates an extension to the basic MLLR approach for adapting the Gaussian'mean parameters to also include adaptation of the variances. As for the means, the variance adaptation is performed by applying a set of transformation mamces to the variance parameters. The -formation matrices may have a full, block diagonal or diagonal structure. The estimation of the variance transformations is, as for the means, performed in a maximum
Previously [SI the use of simple diagonal transformations has been investigated. Here more coEplex variance transformaaons are also examined. All of these transforms may be trained and used in recognition with little additional memory overhead, though for the more complex variance transform smctures there are inmased computational overheads during recognition. Experiments on large vocabulary speaker independent continuous speech recognition tasks show the utility of variance compensation especially in non-matched acoustic conditions. OT is the adaptation data,
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD LINEAR REGRESSION
OT = {o(l), 0(2), ---o(T)}
. 1 . MLLR Adaptation of the Means
The aim of MLLR is to obtain a set of transformation matrices that maximises the likelihood of the adaptation data A transformation matrix is used to give a new estimate of the mean, where
and W m is the n x (n+l) transformation m a h (for n dimensional data) and tm is the extended mean vector
In order to ensure robust estimation of the transformation parameters, the transformation matrices arc tied across a number of Gaussians, according to a regression class aet [4] . This tree contains all the Gaussians in the system, with statistics gathered at the leaves (which may each contain a number of Gaussians). The most specific transform that can be robustly estimated using the adaptation is generated for all the Gaussians in the system.
A paxticular transformation W, is to be tied across R Gaussians {nil,. -. , n i~} .
For the Gaussian output probability density functions considered, W, may be found by solving and qr (7) indicates Gaussian mr at time 
There is therefore little increase in memory requirements, though of course there is an increase in the runtime overhead of calculating the likelihoods. It is worth noting that during training there is little additional overhead in tenns of both memory and computational power in estimating full variance transforms, as the additional statistics for the fuil variance transform may be stored at the ngression class level [ZI.
For the experiments conducted in this paper three forms of variance transformation were used. These tasks were selected as they allow the evaluation of various variance adaptation techniques for both speaker and environmental adaptation.
It should be emphasised that the results are not comparable with the official evaluation results, as they are obtained using $&tic unsupervised adaptation. For the actual evaluation the results are rcquimi to be produced in a causal manner, thus only inc"ental unsupervised adaptation would be allowed. The reason for usingthe data in a static unsupervised mode was that it allows easier comparison of results as all the systems use the same transcriptions and the models are all adapted at the same time.
. 1 . System Description
The baseline system used was a gender-independent cross-word- (CMN) was not used for the PMC models and hence it was necessary to first compensate for the different global signal levels of the WSJO and WSJl databases by applying an offset to the CO feature vector coefficient of the WSJO data such that it had the same average value as the WSJl database. To generate the PMC models, the standard HTK model set was initially estimated as described above. The model set was then updated using single-pass retraining [ 1 J to be based on the PMC parameter set. An additional pass of standard Baum-Welch re-estimation was then performed.
None of the system parametm, such as the grammar scale factor or insertion penalty, were optimised for the evaluation test data. A p propriate values for these were determined from the standard clean speaker-independent system, or in the case of the PMC model sets, by optimising them on the ARPA 1994 CSRNAB SO development data. The minimum occupancy counts for the regression classes werc optimised using the H1 Development test data. All results were generated using the official adjudicated reference transcrip tions and the appropriate NIST scoring software.
In all the experiments reponed here, full transformation matrices for the means were used. The regression class trees used throughout this work were based on clean speech. The data transcriptions used for adaptation were generated using the standard model sets for the H1 test seu and using PMC compensated model sas for S5. On the S5 task the improvement obtained using mean-only compensation was 15%. A further reduction in the word emr rate of 17% was obtained using diagonal variance compensation. However, the use of the full and block diagonal variance transforms slightly degraded the performance compared to the simple diagonal transform. On the H1 Eval data each speaker had on average about 160 seconds of data (including silence) to adapme models, whenas for the S5 Eval data there was only 64 seconds of data and hence the full and block-diagonal variance transforms were possibly generated with insufficient data for the S5 task. For the full transform there was typically a single transformation matrix for all the speech variances. whereas for the diagonal transform there were typically thne transformation matrices. 
Results

Transform
Meansand variances
To investigate the effects of using multiple diagonal variance transformations the experiments in Table 1 were re-run using only a single variance transform and these resulu are given in Table 2 . Comparing the results between the two tables shows that the use of multiple variance transforms for the diagonal case was impomt. For example, on the S5 data using multiple variance transfoxmations gave an additional 8% reduction in word error rate. Furthermore when only a single variance transform is used it is clear that a more complex transform smcm is desirable. This illustrates the aadeoff that exists between the complexity of the transformation and the number of transforms that can be robustly estimated.
The improvements on the S5 data are comparable witb those obtained on the 1995 ARPA H3 task 181 which included multiple passes of unsupervised adaptation using multiple variance transformations. The H3 task was an unlimited vocabulary task with data taken from a stereo database, a Sennheiser channel (H3CO), and an unknown microphone channel (H3-PO). Here an additional 11% reduction in word error rate on the H3-PO data was achieved using a diagonal variance transform. Initial experiments using full variance transformations on the H3-PO data showed similar trends to the S5 
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